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IN THE NAME OF THE LORD

"Blessed is the King of Israel that cometh in the
name of the Lord."

--John 12:13

As do a great number of our English words, the word "motive"
comes from the~Latin motivus which means "moving". A person's motive
for doing something is the "moving reason" why he does it, the thing
that gets him going!

This Sunday being Palm Sunday we should examine the motive of
Jesus which caused him to go into the city of Jerusalem when he had
every reason to believe he would be met there by religious enemies
bent on destroying him. What was it that moved him to this crucial
and disastrous decision?

But before discussing the motivation behind Jesus' decision to
make that final trip into Jerusalem, let us for a few minutes examine
some of the motives which "move" us to do what we do.

II

Ask a child why he does something that seems foolish or foolhardy
and you will often get the response, "I don't know". He really
doesn't know. It just seems like a good idea at the time.

We adults are not infrequently moved to action in similar fashion.
Ask someone why he imbibed too much at last night's party, or did
something else equally foolish, and he will answer, "I don't know;
I just wasn't thinking." Or after the consequences demonstrate that
one of our actions was indeed lacking in wisdom we may ask ourselves,
"Why did I do that?" and be quite unable to answer our own question
satisfactorily.

Frequently it is our pride that motivates us. We desire to show
the world how brave we are, how wise we are, or how successful we are.
Our society is full of status symbols which many covet and acquire
thinking to present themselves favorably to their friends and acquain
tances." They are the status seekers. We are like children showing
off for the benefit of our peers. Again and again the consequences
prove to be extremely disappointing and sometimes disastrous.

Then there are times in most lives when our actions are basically
motivated by cowardice. Part of that cowardice is related to peer
pressure. We parents are fond of telling our children not to do
something just because everyone else seems to be doing it. Yet we








